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RAMHP Quarterly Update Report 2: Apr. – Jun. 2018

This report is intended to provide an update for our key stakeholders on the work being undertaken by the Rural Adversity Mental

Health Program (RAMHP). It is intended that this report will be emailed to key stakeholders and also available on the Program’s

website and that of the Centre for Rural and Remote Mental Health. Please email comments or questions to: 

tessa.caton@newcastle.edu.au
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General RAMHP Program Updates

RAMHP Program Updates

• The April to June period has been RAMHP’s busiest period to date, with the highest number of links,

training participants, and community events delivered since June 2016

• The intensifying drought continues to be a major priority for many RAMHP Coordinators, with

Coordinators frequently attending drought support workshops and information evenings

• Evaluation of the Glove Box Guide to Mental Health (GBG) was completed, demonstrating the

GBG is a valued unique resource that encourages people to look after their own and others mental

health

• Development of the 7th Edition of the GBG is well under way, with the theme Building Thriving

Communities

• RAMHP’s first Outcome Evaluation Report was completed in May, by Evaluation Manager Sarah

Maddox, this report indicated RAMHP is making considerable progress towards achieving its

objectives, our stakeholders are satisfied and the program is being delivered consistently across the

state

• RAMHP Coordinators, Marie Kelly and Kate Arndell presented to over 600 ladies attending the

CWA State-wide Conference

• Western LHD RAMHP Coordinators, Di Gill and Camilla Kenny have submitted a joint abstract to the

Rural Mental Health Symposium in Hobart, if accepted they will present on recovery work in the Sir

Ivan Fire and an innovative training model rolled out for St Vincent’s De Paul

• Program Manager, Tessa Caton and RAMHP Coordinator Sam Osborne have been accepted to

present at the Regional Development Australia Conference in Sept, their presentation is titled

Rural Suicide Prevention: A Community Response

• During Volunteer Week, RAMHP launched our latest training session, Volunteer Wellbeing. This

presentation provides participants with an understanding of how to identify stress, how to talk with

volunteers about stress and strategies to help reduce stress.

• Elise Taylor joined our team based in Orange, as our Project Officer for Mental Health Training. She

will be with us for 12 months, supporting the development and review of RAMHP’s Resources

• RAMHP’s partnership with the Baggy Blues Cricket Tour continues to progress, with scoping visits

completed in Dubbo, Lismore, Eden and Griffith. Tours are due to start rolling out in October.

The Rural Adversity Mental Health Program – Tessa Caton

Management Report 2

Highlights 
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• 996 People Linked to 

Care between Apr – Jun 

2018

• 168 Training Courses 

were delivered to 3,424

participants between Apr 

– Jun 2018

• 114 Community Events 

were attended by 

RAMHP Coordinators 

between Apr – Jun 2018
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RAMHP Communication Highlights – Jocelyn Johnston

Website Update

New blog posts on the RAMHP website helped increase traffic. Blogs were as follows:

- What suicide prevention work means to me - Project Manager Good SPACE, Fiona Livingstone

- What it means to experience a ‘volunteer’s high’ - CRRMH Executive Manager, Greg Shapter

- Sing when you’re singing - RAMHP Senior Project Officer, Vicky Smyth

- Building character for learning: workshop with intention to transform lives - Principal Anson Street School, Melanie Meers

- Why mates are important in rural and remote communities - CEO MATES in mining, Andrew McMahon

Snapshot: April – June 2018

Increase 37% since last quarter (Jan – Mar 2018) with 1,313 first time visitors

Top 5 pages visited:

1. RAMHP Homepage

2. Downloadable Resources

3. Meet Our Team 

4. Find a RAMHP Coordinator

5. Training

WSPD and RUOK Day? planning meeting

• On Tuesday, 15 May Communications Coordinator Jocelyn Johnston and Senior Project Officer Victoria Smyth attended a planning 

meeting in Sydney with communications colleagues across the mental health sector. The objective was to review the 2017 World 

Suicide Prevention Day and  RUOK? Day campaigns as well as brainstorm campaigns for 2018. The short workshop was a great 

opportunity to network with colleagues, contribute to discussion and ideas and to remind the sector of our own networks and experience 

working in rural and remote mental health. It was also a chance to promote our upcoming campaigns. 

https://www.crrmh.com.au/blog/suicide-prevention-work-means/
https://www.crrmh.com.au/blog/means-experience-volunteers-high/
https://www.crrmh.com.au/blog/sing-youre-winning/
https://www.crrmh.com.au/blog/building-character-learning-working-intention-transform-lives/
https://www.crrmh.com.au/blog/mates-important-rural-remote-communities/
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Stakeholder Communications

• Advertisement A half-page advertisement was developed for this year’s NSW Farmers Conference booklet to drive people to

the RAMHP website to find more information about RAMHP and contact details for local RAMHP Coordinators.
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• Rural Suicide and its Prevention – The CRRMH

communications team helped to facilitate a successful

regional suicide prevention forum with Collective Purpose

Partners, WayAhead, NSW Mental Health Carers and Being

– Mental Health and Wellbeing Consumer Advisory Group.

Over 50 people attended the forum which was held in

Orange on 12 June. You can catch up on the Forum at:

https://wayahead.org.au/rural-suicide-and-its-prevention/

https://wayahead.org.au/rural-suicide-and-its-prevention/
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Media Highlights

This quarter, we delivered the following media releases:

Orange chosen to host regional suicide prevention forum - Wednesday, May 30, 2018

New training program supports volunteer wellbeing - Monday, May 21, 2018

Budget 2018: Boost in rural mental health requires a regional planning focus - Wednesday, May 9, 2018

Articles promoting RAMHP were also submitted to the Northern Daily Leader in Tamworth and the Western Magazine – Central 

West.

Examples of key media activity are presented in Table 1 below. Please note this is a sample only. Topics include: coping with drought 

and help services, NSW government support for drought, the regional suicide prevention forum with WayAhead, and the introduction

of wellbeing training for volunteers. Table 1: Overview of Media Interactions. For a full list of media coverage for  this quarter, 

please refer to Appendix A for more details.
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Date Media Outlet Topic Spokesperson Link

7.05.2018 ABC NSW Country 

Hour

Drought and mental 

health

RAMHP Coordinator 

Jennie Keioskie

http://www.abc.net.au/news/rural/programs/

nsw-country-hour/2018-05-07/nsw-country-

hour-monday-7-may-2018/9735316

24.05.2018 Port Macquarie 

News

National Volunteers 

Week: Surf Lifesaving 

NSW host information 

session in Port 

Macquarie

RAMHP team – Northern

NSW

https://www.portnews.com.au/story/542621

3/mental-health-session-to-benefit-our-surf-

lifesavers/

24.05.2018 NBN News Farmers urged to think 

of themselves too as 

drought continues

RAMHP Coordinator 

Kate Arndell

https://www.nbnnews.com.au/2018/05/24/fa

rmers-urged-to-think-of-themselves-too-as-

drought-continues/

https://www.crrmh.com.au/content/uploads/MR_Orange-chosen-to-host-regional-suicide-prevention-forum-_28.05.2018.pdf
https://www.crrmh.com.au/content/uploads/MR_-New-training-program-supports-volunteer-wellbeing_-21.05.2018.pdf
https://www.crrmh.com.au/content/uploads/MR_Budget-2018_Boost-in-rural-mental-health-requires-a-regional-planning-focus_9.05.2018.pdf
http://www.abc.net.au/news/rural/programs/nsw-country-hour/2018-05-07/nsw-country-hour-monday-7-may-2018/9735316
https://www.portnews.com.au/story/5426213/mental-health-session-to-benefit-our-surf-lifesavers/
https://www.nbnnews.com.au/2018/05/24/farmers-urged-to-think-of-themselves-too-as-drought-continues/
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Table 1: Overview of Media Interactions (continued), note this is a sample only
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Date Media Outlet Topic Spokesperson Link

24.05.2018 Glen Innes 

Examiner

Session for those leaving 

properties after a life-time 

of farming

RAMHP Coordinator 

Letitia Cross

https://www.gleninnesexaminer.com.au/stor

y/5426425/mental-health-help-for-farmers/

12.06.2018 Prime 7 News Regional Suicide 

Prevention Forum with 

WayAhead

CRRMH Director Prof 

David Perkins, RAMHP 

Coordinator Di Gill

https://www.facebook.com/PRIME7NewsC

entralWest/videos/1751436428271377/Uzpf

STY0MTE1OTc0OTMzMTQxMToxNjUyOD

Q0NjQ0ODI5NTc4/

5.06.2018 Western magazine Support helps combat 

mental health issues

RAMHP Program 

Manager Tessa Caton

https://www.westernmagazine.com.au/story

/5445487/mental-health-support-services-

help-thousands-of-rural-people/

14.06.2018 ABC Broken Hill CWA Conference – tips on 

coping with drought

RAMHP Coordinator

Marie Kelly

https://www.facebook.com/cwaofnsw/posts/

2019595578112017

28.06.2018 Northern Exposure 

NNNSW LHD 

newsletter 

Volunteer Week RAMHP Coordinator 

Sam Osborne

https://www.gleninnesexaminer.com.au/story/5426425/mental-health-help-for-farmers/
https://www.facebook.com/PRIME7NewsCentralWest/videos/1751436428271377/UzpfSTY0MTE1OTc0OTMzMTQxMToxNjUyODQ0NjQ0ODI5NTc4/
https://www.westernmagazine.com.au/story/5445487/mental-health-support-services-help-thousands-of-rural-people/
https://www.facebook.com/cwaofnsw/posts/2019595578112017
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RAMHP Social Media – Vicky Smyth 

Overview of Facebook data

The following table provides an overview of the key statistics for RAMHP’s Facebook page.

Table 2: Overview of RAMHP’s Facebook Page Statistics, Apr – Jun 2018

Statistic Impact

• 115 new likes were achieved during this 

period, bringing the total number of likes to 

909

• Number of likes increased by 13% 

• Post Publishing increased this quarter with 

136 posts 

• Stories about the impact of drought on rural 

and remote NSW and where people could 

find information in partnership with NSW 

DPI continued to be shared

• Coordinators were very busy this quarter, 

sending through many events to share

• Engagement with posts:

− Reactions 1400

− Comments 124

− Shares 291

− Link Clicks 500

• As expected, engagement for this quarter 

increased compared to the start of the year. 

• Engagement was up by 42%

• There were regular peaks through out the 

campaign 
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Figure 1: Top performing posts during the period Apr – Jun 2018
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Overview of Twitter Data

The following table provides an overview of key statistics relating to

RAMHP’s twitter account during the period Apr – Jun 2018.

Table 3: Overview of RAMHP’s Twitter Analytics, Apr – Jun 2018
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Statistic Impact

• 19 new followers were achieved during this 

period, bringing the total number of 

followers to 373 

• RAMHP’s Twitter audience continues to 

increase

• Tweets sent during this period increased 

by 57% 

• Post publishing grew with the increase in 

RAMHP program activity, as well as the 

campaigns for Drought and Volunteer week  

• 33 Tweets during this period

− @mentions 31

− Retweets 46

− Tweet likes 60

− Retweet with comment 4

• Engagements increased on the previous 

quarter. 
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Overview of Twitter Data Figure 2: Top performing tweets during the 

period Apr – Jun 2018
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Overview of Social Media Apr – Jun 2018

Drought Campaign

Messages about drought played a significant part of this

quarters posts. Posts included where people could attend

information session, articles on planning for drier times, and

tips on how to look after the mental health for you and those

around you.

Friday Forum

Unfortunately, due to technical issues with the platform, we

have been unable to continue with the Friday Forums. The

RAMHP Team are currently exploring options for future

projects with The Land.

Conferences and Events

RAMHP Coordinators have been busy presenting at

conferences such as the state-wide Country Women's

Association of NSW Conference, that 600 Women attended,

and Warialda Men’s Health Night with 200 Men attending.

Volunteer week

RAMHP ran a campaign for Volunteer Week, with social

media tiles, the launch of a new Volunteer Wellbeing training

course and blogs from some of the team about volunteering.
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Data Considerations

This RAMHP Quarterly Update Report 2 represents the second period of data collected using the RAMHP App in 2018. 

There are a number of considerations which must be taken into account when interpreting the results of this Report. These include:

• The correctness of data from the RAMHP App relies on the accurate data entry of the RAMHP Coordinators

• Additionally, annual leave taken by RAMHP Coordinators during the reporting period may impact on their data presented in this

Report.    
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How Many People Were Linked?
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Chart 2: Number of Links Oct. 2017 – Jun. 2018, by Linkage 

Type
Chart 3: Proportion of Links Apr. – Jun. 2018, by Method of 

Linkage 

Source: RAMHP App

Note: 449 cases were not included as they were group links i.e. when a 

group of people are linked at the same time for a specific issue.

Source: RAMHP App

• During April to June 2018, just over half of all links occurred when 

RAMHP Coordinators delivered training (n=172, 31%) or attended 

a community event (n=141, 26%).

• A high proportion of linkages also occurred by providing advice to 

another professional (n=106, 19%). Being contacted by other 

professionals highlights RAMHP Coordinators' role as experts 

regarding the services and resources in their area.
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• From April to June 2018, 996 people were linked to mental health 

support services or resources by RAMHP Coordinators. This is the 

largest number of people linked by RAMHP since the RAMHP App 

was first used in July 2016.

• The majority of links (n=693, 70%) were people seeking 

assistance for themselves.

26%

31%

19%

10%
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6%

I met them at a community event or meeting

They attended training I delivered

I provided linking advice to a professional in my
partnerships/networks

Through phone or email contact

The ‘person in need’ works for a service in my 
partnerships/networks

The ‘person in need’ was referred from another 
service

Other



LINK

What Symptoms Or Issues Were RAMHP Coordinators Assisting With?
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Chart 4: The Ten Most Frequent Symptoms Identified when Linking, Apr. – Jun. 2018

Note: A symptom or issue can be selected multiple times (N=2,585).

Source: RAMHP App
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• The most common issues or symptoms RAMHP Coordinators assisted with were stress (n=474, 18%) and/or disaster or adverse 

event (n=416, 16%). The fires in Southern NSW and widespread drought have been particular concerns for RAMHP’s linkage 

service this quarter.

• Service quality or access issue (n=120, 5%) appeared among the ten most frequently identified symptoms for the first time. 

These were spread across the state, so there is no indication of a reason for the increase. 



LINK

What Support Or Resources Were Suggested By RAMHP Coordinators?
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Chart 5: Number of Times a Type of Support or Resource was Suggested, Apr. – Jun. 2018

Note: A support or resource can be selected multiple times (N=3,235).

Source: RAMHP App
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• The most common service recommendation provided by RAMHP Coordinators remains visiting their GP (n=504, 16%)

• Providing printed information (n=419, 13%), the Mental Health Line or Accessline (n=288, 9%) and website information, 

online therapy or e-mental health (n=248, 8%) were other frequently provided suggestions

• In addition to linking people to services and/or resources, RAMHP Coordinators provided strategies (e.g. sleep hygiene) during 

16% (n= 508) of all links.



LINK

C o o r d i n a t o r ' s  s t o r i e s  f r o m  

t h o s e  w e  h e l p - s u p p o r t i n g  

p e o p l e  t h r o u g h  d i s a s t e r s

I had contact with a young dairy farm hand who was 

not coping well with the fallout from a botulism 

outbreak.  They were drinking more than usual and 

wanting to change jobs and locations.  I linked them 

into the rural counselling service with Grand Pacific 

Health.

Someone from my professional network wanted assistance 

with the recent loss of their house in a bush fire.  They were 

unsure where to go for assistance.  I linked them to legal aid 

and a recovery centre.

I spoke with an elderly woman whose home 

was damaged in fires.  The woman is unable to 

go back home until structural damage is fixed.  

She believes the insurance company are 

prolonging this process due to her age.  I linked 

her to legal aid.

I spoke with a man who was expressing hopelessness and 

helplessness in regards to care of stock because of the drought. 

He also has grief issues in relation to two family deaths a 

number of years ago. He described trouble eating and sleeping, 

poor decision making processes and increased agitation and 

anger. He had been in A&E with CMHT staff but found this of no 

benefit. I arranged for him to have a psychiatric assessment and 

contacted Farm Aid so he could receive hay. 

A farmer called me wanting to find 

out how he could access 

counselling services in his town. 

He was struggling with the current 

dry conditions, plus a recent 

relationship breakdown. I linked 

him to a local counselling service 

and provided him with the Mental 

Health Line for further assistance.

A Department of Human Services worker contacted me seeking 

information and support for a farming family impacted by 

drought. The family have multiple significant debts and bills and 

are unable to manage with the current dry conditions. I 

contacted the family myself. They were reluctant to engage with 

local counselling or health services or telephone services, and 

don’t travel out of their area much. A Salvation Army Chaplain 

will visit to provide emotional support and possibly some 

material or financial support. 
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TRAIN

How Much Training Was Delivered?

• From April to June 2018, 168 training courses were delivered by 

RAMHP Coordinators. This is the largest number of training 

courses since the RAMHP App was first used in July 2016.

• The most common training course delivered was Workplace 

Support Skills (n=49, 29%).

• The new Volunteer Wellbeing training course, launched in April 

2018, was delivered 3 times this quarter. 

• RAMHP Coordinators delivered training to 3,424 participants this 

quarter. Aligning with the large number of courses delivered, this 

represents the highest number of participants per quarter since the 

RAMHP App was first used in July 2016.

• On average each course contained 20 participants. 20

Chart 6: Number of Training Courses Delivered, by Course Type, 

Oct. 2017 – Jun. 2018

Chart 7: Number of Training Participants, Oct. 2017 – Jun. 2018

Source: RAMHP App
Source: RAMHP App
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TRAIN

• Training courses were predominantly comprised of a number of different disciplines employed by Community Groups or Organisations (n=31, 

18%), Primary Industry (n=22, 13%) and Mixed Welfare Services (n=21, 13%).

• The new Volunteer Wellbeing training course was delivered to Surf Life Saving Clubs in Forster, Sawtell and Port Macquarie. 

Who Did RAMHP Coordinators Train?

Examples of Organisations 

Trained

• Country Women’s Association

• Dubbo Zoo

• Moree Library

• Biripi Aboriginal Medical Service

• ANZ Business Banking and 

Agribusiness 

• Surf Life Saving NSW 

• Uniting Church

• Carevan Foundation

• St Vincent de Paul Society

• Aboriginal Chronic Disease 

Support Group

• Royal Flying Doctor Service 

Dental Team

• Marmantha Retirement Village

• University of NSW Rural Medical 

School

• Centrelink
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Chart 8: Number of Training Courses, Audience Type, Apr. – Jun. 2018

Source: RAMHP App
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INFORM

• Farming (n=48, 42%) overtook General Community (n=34, 30%) as the most common community events attended by RAMHP 

Coordinators since the RAMHP App was first used in July 2016. This was due to the large number of drought-related events taking place 

across NSW.

What Audiences Were Reached Through Community Events?
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Chart 9: Coordinator Attendance at Community Events, by Audience 

Type, Apr. – Jun. 2018

Source: RAMHP App

Note: Events which are attended by more than one 

RAMHP Coordinator are recorded more than once 

in the chart above
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If you have any questions regarding the content of this Report, please contact:

Tessa Caton

Program Manager, RAMHP

Ph: 0484 339 996

Email: tessa.caton@newcastle.edu.au


